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was perfectly incapable of legal proof and on which there existed
no legal tribunal which was competent to decide.
Nations, even great nations., have had to accept; terms which
meant their disappearance as operative factors from historical
evolution, but nations., even minor nations, do not take kindly to
a confession of transgression against someone else's conception of
a non-existent international morality. The German was in worse
case because he could not see., much less admit, that either per-
sonally or collectively he or his government or Germany was
guilty of any moral offence whatsoever except the admittedly grave
moral blemish of having been conquered. That people suffer for
their rulers' sins is a common occurrence; this was the first time that
the necessity of such suffering had been raised to the level of a
moral dogma on which no discussion was permitted. Worse still,
out of the bloody welter and chaos of the war these righteous
judges proposed to create now the new moral order by whose non-
existent laws Germany was judged., an order which would make
all such crime impossible in the future. Germany was to remain
pilloried to eternity as the one great and horrible example and
from that new order the new revolutionary Germany was to he
barred as a moral leper until in this legal Borstal she learned that
after confession must come not only repentance but conversion,
It was, therefore, natural that Germany should be stunned not
merely by the terms of the treaty but also by the manner of their
presentation and the method of their justification. It was not
surprising that the German should be indignant at the failure to
realize that there had already been conversion.  Dismiss the
German urge to democracy as one will, the fact remains that the
German nation had got rid of the autocracy—it was the fact, not
the manner, that weighed with the German—that it had repented
of war madness, that it had established a democratic regime. To
the best minds of Germany the establishment of democracy was
much more than a mere change of regime, more even than a
victory for a great principle; to them it meant that Germany had
abandoned her historic position of an Imperial power in Europe;
she had severed age-long ties and had come voluntarily to join
the western democracies. They felt that in some peculiar way the

